
 

 

Great Tiki cocktails simply can’t be made with just one rum.  And 

the Navy Grog is no exception.  Don The Beachcomber’s 1940s 

classic calls for an ounce each of rich Jamaican rum, dry Puerto 

Rican rum, and smokey Demerara rum.   But sourcing all three 

expressions isn’t always smooth sailing.  Now Ed Hamilton and 

Beachbum Berry have made it easier … and tastier .. and thriftier. 

Their new Hamilton Beachbum Navy Grog Blend is a carefully 

selected combination of five different Caribbean rums from 

Jamaica, Guyana, and Trinidad, artfully blended into one bottle for 

your convenience. It takes time to properly blend different rums 

of different proofs while maintaining the balance and nuance 

from each of the components.  

And concentrated at traditional Navy Strength (114-proof), you 

get less dilution and therefore more flavor.  You also use less rum 

per drink, giving you more Navy Grogs for your buck. 

But why stop at Navy Grogs?  The Hamilton Beachbum Navy Grog Blend is no one-trick pony.  It can make any 

multiple-rum cocktail more seaworthy.  Try it in your own original creations, or even a straight pour on the 

rocks. 

Splice the main brace, and Up Spirits! 

 HAMILTON BEACHBUM NAVY GROG 

1 ½ oz Beachbum Berry’s Navy Grog Blend 

¾ oz lime juice 

¾ oz white grapefruit juice 

1 oz honey syrup (1:1 honey & water) 

Shake with ice 

Strain into bucket glass filled with fresh ice 

 

The Bum spent more than a decade researching the recipes and secrets of the men and women who made and 

served the drinks that Donn Beach and Vic Bergeron made famous. He’s the author of six definitive books on tiki 

and has traveled the world educating bartenders and enthusiasts about this exciting era of drinking.  

Ed Hamilton spent a couple of decades sailing the Caribbean, visiting the birthplaces of the Caribbean spirit and 

pursuing his passion for cane spirits. Since 1995 he has been sharing his research online and in books about his 

travels and the people who have spent their lives making some of the best spirits in the world.  

Beachbum Berry's Navy Grog  BBB-NG-12  750ml    UPC 000513 08147 3  14 cases x 4 layers/pallet 

           BBB-NG-12L  1 liter   UPC 000513 08144 2  11 cases x 4 layers/pallet 

http://www.caribbean-spirits.com/labeldetails.php?id=181  
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